I. Call to order; Executive Vice President Ashley Epperson

II. Roll call; Taylor Briggs

III. Officer Reports

   a. Budget and Finance: VP Lewis
      Past weeks: Working on the tailgate. Currently 28% of the budget used, which is on track compared to past years.
      Coming weeks: Co-sponsorships applications coming in and there is plenty of money allocated for them. Contact VP Lewis for information or budget specifics.

   b. Public Relations: VP Bradley
      Past weeks: Thanks for coming out to the tailgate. We’ve been using social media such as Twitter and Instagram to connect to students. On Tuesday the PR committee met and discussed promo items and using plaza days to reach students.
      Coming weeks: Next week preparing for the Org United meeting.

   c. Student Life: VP Smith
      Past Weeks: The Co-sponsorship form is updated and available. 4 co-sponsorship applications have been received so far.
      Coming Weeks: The SL Committee meeting is reschedule for Sept 9th, and at that meeting we will vote on approving co-sponsorships.

   d. Student Services: VP Henson
      Past Weeks: Our first committee meeting was today and we collected feedback forms. This month’s focus is Panther Shuttles- aiming to ride 50-100 times and collect detailed reports from students.
      Coming Weeks: We are doing a service of the month focus for the year, starting with shuttles. Also we are working with VP Bradley on Org United.

IV. New Business

   a. Confirm Head Senators: (Nominations were made at the SGA retreat)
      i. Andrew Young School Of Policy Studies: Matt Altman
         -VP Lewis moved to confirm, Senator Mapp seconded.
ii. College of Arts and Sciences: Drake Greer, Amethyst Smith, Dominique Hadley
   - Senator Greer removed himself from the pool.
   - Senator Keller moved to discuss, Senator Sams seconded
   - Senate discussed the two candidates
   - Keller moved to confirm Smith, Mapp seconded
   - Motion confirm Smith
   - Motion confirm Hadley
   - Senator Smith is new head senator

iii. College of Education: Loren Johnson
   Senator Boyd moved to confirm, Lewis seconded
   -Motion passes unanimously

iv. School of Nursing and Health Professions: Allison Boyd
   -Senator Greer moved to confirm, Lewis seconded
   - Motion passed unanimously

v. Robinson College of Business: Marco Sanchez
   -Lafortune voted to confirm, Mapp seconded
   Motion passed unanimously

b. Confirm New Senators for Andrew Young School of Policy Studies: Breeana Minton
   -Minton gave a brief introduction and was questioned by the Senate
   -Brightharp motioned to discuss, Lewis seconded
   -Motion passed unanimously
   - Senate discussed the candidate
   -Clerveau moved to confirm, Hadley seconded
   -Motion passed unanimously

c. Confirm New Senators for Robinson College of Business: Josephine Extantus and Alecia Zackery
   -Candidates gave a short introduction and were questioned by the Senate
   -Keller moved to confirm Extantus
   -Motion passes with 8 abstentions
   -Lewis moved to confirm Zackery, Keller seconded
- Motion passes with 1 abstention

d. Confirm VP of Academic Affairs: William Stanford

- Stanford gave a brief introduction

- Luster moved to discuss, Keller seconded

- Senate discussed the candidate

- Mapp motioned to confirm Stanford as VP of AA, Luster seconded

- Motion passes, 4 abstentions

e. Legislation: President Whyte read the legislation and moved to discuss, Henson seconded

  - Mr. Dunn explained the legislation and how it would allow transfer students to fill vacancies without an institutional GPA from GSU.

  - Whyte asked if the bill referred to students filling vacancies or running in election

  - Dunn explained the constitution has no criterion for vacancies and that the criterion for elections has been traditionally used for filling vacancies.

  - Brightharp asked about transfers from school with different grading scales.

- Ugweibe and Smith wanted to amend the act to exclude freshman but extend to transfer students

- Guest Ronald Kato agreed but posited that freshman needed to be grounded first before they serve

- Guest Lanelle White agreed that all students should be represented

- Greer said that transfer students should have SGA experience

- Dr Holloman posed the question of the act’s reference to elections or to vacancies

- Henson moved to table until next meeting, Smith seconded

- Motion passed, 22 in favor, 1 opposed, 3 abstentions.

f. University Committee Assignments

Academic Programs: Mayfield, Luster

Admissions and Standards: Sanchez

Athletics: Greer, Clerveau, Ugwuibe, Boyd

Commencement: Ugwuibe, Sams, Mackey
Budget: King, Keller, Greer, Extantus, Keller

Cultural Diversity: Natal, Jones, Lafortune

IST: Boyd, Natal, Greer

Library: Craig, Luster

P and D: Brightharp, Zackery, Hadley, Luster

Student life: Richards, Roberts, Hadley, Minton, Lafortune, Jones

Sustain: Hadley, Smith

SAF: Lord, Brightharp, Craig, Estenes, Johnson, Extantus, Greer

U Senate: Roberts, Hadley, Mackey, King, Mayfield

V. President’s minute
   Past Weeks:
   - Has met with Directors of various offices to start connections

   - Met with Chief of GSU Police Department, who is interested in working with SGA

   - Talked to Housing Directors, SGA is approved to have an events board in all housing now

   - Planning Organization United: most presidents of organizations meet together and talk about how to improve the environment for students at GSU

Coming Weeks:

   - Looking for a student to bring to the Presidents box at football game

   - Applauds senators with intrinsic motivation

-EVP Epperson reminded Senators to report to her and to find a standing committee

   - Lewis moved to close the meeting, all seconded, motion passed unanimously